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The dense voyage that Ermanna Montanari takes us on in Love’s Faithful is an installaton of 

contemporary art and Theatre. Alone at the lectern, and then accompanied by the descents of acute  

and hallucinatng notes from Simone Marzocchi’s trumpet and the highly refned score of Luigi  

Ceccarelli, Montanari is transfxed by lights that pierce the existental darkness in which she is 

immersed. The set is a postmodern polyptych of words and images projected onto the backdrop, at the  

centre a skeleton of Mondrianesque evocaton, overlapping squares and rectangles. Between stage and 

stalls, an opaque curtain: Montanari and the musician are apparitons. Ghosts, momentary incarnatons 

ready to disappear. Martnelli’s writng, soaked in Ravenna dialect and sttched into the polyhedric voice 

of the witch Montanari, recounts – and imagines – slices of the life and thoughts of the exiled poet, 

hunted, a refugee. His twenty years of fight in an Italy “that kicks itself, disunited, lacerated, shatered 

and false”. A drifing that is coordinated by families at their barricaded soirées, arms dealers sipping on a 

cruise and bankers who have understandings with the government: the step from the 14 th century to the 

present is short, very short. And it hurts. The Albe build up a work by their politcal nature, setng out  

this tme from the complex crosssing of the Ravenna poet’s work, begun last year with the Inferno: this 

brief poem for the stage should be considered as a highly precious marginal note to that experience. 

Like Dante’s colleagues who were struck to the ground by lightning “all and inebriated and done with 

love”, these stubborn and indomitable donkeys take on the arduous task of supportng and carrying the 

cross of Love “that strikes you in the head like thunder, taking from you the legs that bear every thing” 

and of making it visible to us, by means of a very lofy operaton stratfed between paintng, installaton, 

music and Theatre: love’s faithful. And we with them, we follow them, lined up.


